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Quality early childhood environments offer 

attractive play materials, sturdy play equipment, 
and fun and meaningful activities with consider-
ation for each child’s abilities and interests. 
Quality environments also actively address chil-
dren’s emotional needs. In fact, deliberate effort 
is made to implement early childhood practices 
that reduce stress, competition, and frustration 
for children. Reducing frequent stress, competi-
tion, and frustration often results in preventing 
children’s engagement in challenging behavior. 
 
Unnecessarily stressful situations may arise 
when children compete for scarce resources such as novel play materials or the opportunity to play in a favorite play 
area or center. Anxiety and frustration may occur when children have limited time to complete an activity or when play 
periods are too short and they are unable to engage in deeply focused, sustained play. Children may feel stressed or 
end up roaming from area to area when they cannot find a space to play that has room for them and their two best 
buddies. 
 
Children relax and begin engaging in self-initiated turn-taking when they have the opportunity to engage in a favorite 
pastime over and over—across several days or even weeks, depending on interest. Repetition is an important learning 
strategy for young children; it reduces competition and offers security for children knowing that their play interests and 
needs will be met. You can take steps to prevent challenging behavior and reduce stress for the children in your pro-
gram by  effectively planning for play and individualizing the play environment. 
 
EFFECTIVELY PLAN FOR PLAY 
 Schedule long, uninterrupted play times daily. 
 Plan transition routines that limit competition and help children move calmly to their selected play area. 
 Make popular, high interest materials available daily and over time. 
 As interest in a play area begins to fade, add new elements to broaden the scope and increase the complexity of 

children’s play. 
 Rotate materials periodically to promote new skills and maintain children’s interest. 
 Introduce changes in the play environment gradually rather than all at once. 
 Anticipate high interest in new play areas or materials by introducing multiples (three bowling sets rather than just 

one) or several similar activities at the same time. 
 When a child is effectively exploring a range of play activities across a day and a week, let the duration of play in a 

center be guided primarily by the child’s interest (as opposed to bells and timers). 
 If a child has to wait to enter a play area, offer a similar type of play activity while he or she waits. 
 
INDIVIDUALIZE THE PLAY ENVIRONMENT 
 Offer materials related to each child's special interest (s) 
 Ensure that each child can find a balance of challenge and success in materials/activities in each play area.  
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This document was modified for use by the State of Wisconsin from the Guiding Behavior: Reducing Children’s 
Stress tip sheet created by Montana Child Care plus+, http://www.ccplus.org/Products.html. 
 
Race to the Top–Early Learning Challenge is a cross-departmental grant that uses the talent, experience, and vision 
of three Wisconsin State Departments: Department of Children and Families , Department of Public Instruction, and 
Department Health Services.  The contents of this document were developed under the RTTT-ELC grant. However, 
the contents do not necessarily represent the policy of the Federal Department of Education, and you should not 
assume endorsement by  the Federal Government. 

When you value play as essential to children’s growth and 
development, you understand their drive to play with 
their friends, engage with play materials, and create play 
scenarios that are meaningful in their young lives. When 
your play environment fosters a positive emotional cli-
mate, you make healthy, productive interactions more 
likely. 
 
TRY IT OUT 
A number of early childhood programs require that chil-
dren “reserve” a spot in the area or center where they 
want to play by posting a name tag. While this practice 
may help limit the number of children in the play area, 
this commonly used strategy may also create stress in 
children. To assess the situation in your program: 
 
 Watch to see whether children hurry (or even run) to put their name tag up, pushing other children aside. 
 Look for instances when children forget to move their name tag to a new center, dash across the room to retrieve 

it, and return to find someone else has taken their play space. 
 Be alert to children who are tempted to remove another child’s name tag so they can get into a center—to be with 

a best friend, for example—effectively pushing someone else out. 
 Observe for children waiting outside a play area, unengaged for extended periods of time, because the name tag 

board is full for that area. 
 If you found any of the above problems are occurring in your program, you will want to switch to other less stress-

ful options. While name tags may help children with name recognition, many other methods (labeling cubbies and 
signing art work themselves) are equally, if not more, effective. 

 
RESOURCES 
 Center on the Social and Emotional Foundations of Early Learning http://csefel.vanderbilt.edu/ 
 Wisconsin Model Early Learning Standards http://www.collaboratingpartners.com/wmels-about.php 
 Division for Early Childhood Recommended Practices http://www.dec-sped.org/recommendedpractices 
 
TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES  
 The Registry Training Calendar https://www.the-registry.org  
 WI Early Care Association (WECA) Training Calendar http://wisconsinearlychildhood.org/  
 MECA Special Needs Support Program (SNSP)  https://dcf.wisconsin.gov/meca/specialneeds 
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